
stem was discovered at Ryelands in 1978 by Paul

Thompson and is n§w in Lancaster City Museum,
acc.no. LM 78.41. It is a more complete example
and bears a rampant lion as well as the name among
its decoration, which suggests close links with
Chester where such elaborate stem marks are
commonplace in the mid 18th century.9 Given the
pauci ty of local finds the West Indian example must
be considered a remarkable survival.

V Lancaster and the West lndies by A. J. White

Lancaster's trade with the West Indies in the 17th
and 18th century is well-documented: along with
other west-coast ports such as Bristol and Liverpool
it was engaged in a lucrative import business
involving sugar, timber, raw dyestuffs such as
logwood, and cotton, while it exported inter alia
furni ture, hardware, candles and soap.1 Slave
trading was also carried out in the usual fashion
of the time by sailing first to Africa, then to the
West Indies, then home.

Two new pieces of evidence of a more tangible kind
have now come to light for the first time. In
1929 a great deposit of 'broken red pots, like

plant pots' was discovered during the construction 2
of the Co-operative Society Garage in St. Leonardgate.
The pots were thought to be Roman at the time, but
recently several fragments in Lancaster City
Museum were identified as coming from this deposit.

They are the conical, perforated ends of 1arg~ vessels
now recognized as sugar-loaf mou1ds3 and are 1n a
smooth red micaceous fabric. Robert Thomson of

Southampton Muse~s believes that they may be of
Portuguese origin and they are c~rtainly compar~b~e
with moulds found in the West Ind1es. The prOX1m1ty
of Lancaster's only sugar-house to the place of
discovery seems to explain the context of the find,
but whether the moulds were brought back with raw
sugar, or whether the sugar was actually shipped in
the moulds cannot at present be decided.

A second piece of evidence comes in the form of a clay
pipe found in Jamaica. Some time ago I suggested
that Lancaster's early start, compared with neigh
bouring towns, in clay pipe manufacturing may have
been stimulated by the prospect of trade to the
West Indies.5 This view receives a certain amount
of support from the discovery among many Bristol

pipes at the site of the sunken city of Port Royal~ 6Jamaica, of a single pipe-stem marked IOHN: HOLAN~D).
John Holland junior and senior were working in
Lancaster during at least the second and third decades
of the 18th century.7 In 1975 only one stem marked
by John Holland was known from Lancaster, but a further
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